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“The balance of power is shifting toward consumers and away from companies…the individual is 

empowered… The right way to respond to this if you are a company is to put the vast majority of your 

energy, attention and dollars into building a great product or service and put a smaller amount into 

shouting about it, marketing it. If I build a great product or service, my customers will tell each 

other.” Jeff Bezos, Inc.com 

“The greater the power, the more dangerous the abuse.” Edmund Burke, Reflections on the 

Revolution in France 

The Hosking Global Fund has a long held underweight in highly valued consumer staple 

stocks. This unfashionable investment stance appears to fly in the face of accumulated 

investment wisdom. According to this convention, so-called ‘quality compounders’ are 

sources of consistent earnings and have long growth ‘runways’, particularly in the emerging 

world.  Together with numerous operational and financial levers, these stocks are seen to 

drive superior shareholder returns. Leaving aside the capitalisation benefit of QE on such 

apparently stable income streams, the investment thesis for these companies also rests 

heavily on the Charlie Munger insight that it’s better to buy a “wonderful business at a fair 

price than a fair business at a wonderful price”. The valuations of such wonderful 

businesses have become, in some cases, wondrous. Peak margins are being afforded peak 

multiples at precisely the time when consumer appetite towards the products offered by 

such companies is undergoing rapid and wide-ranging change. Incumbent staple brands, in 

some sectors, are being displaced. Thanks to changes in technology and media viewing 

habits, new brands can promote themselves to a huge number of consumers at low cost. The 

economics accruing to those with deep enough pockets to monopolise prime time TV ad 

space are falling. Running parallel to (and perhaps induced by?) a cognitive bubble in 

investor perceptions of quality compounders are management actions which, in some cases, 

seem to undermine their own business interests. Put simply, many of the consumers of these 

staple products are being ‘gouged’. This comes at a time when customers’ access to - and 

awareness of - alternatives have never been higher.  

It’s all about the customer, stupid 

How a company describes and thinks about its customers provides one of the most 

productive lines of corporate questioning. By simply asking management “who is your 

customer?” one can often cut through the standard corporate-speak.  Our experiences with 
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this line of interrogation have generated a strong preference for those companies that work 

to put the customer first. Companies who, in the words of Jeff Bezos, strive to “charge 

customers less, rather than more”. These customers, unsurprisingly, come back. The ‘fly-

wheel’ of low prices and great service which generates more customers, who in turn get a 

greater service at a cheaper price can develop deep customer-led moats. Such moats might 

well prove as durable as those generated by traditional branded goods companies, being 

built as they are on low margins and delivering value for money through scale rather than – 

in some cases – relying on a Pavlovian association with heavily advertised brands. To 

borrow again from Bezos, “In the old world, you devoted 30% of your time to building a 

great service and 70% of your time shouting about it. In the new world, that inverts.”  

Trouble brewing?1 

At a recent company meeting, the CEO of spirits conglomerate Diageo, Ivan Menezes, noted 

that, for the first time, a bottle of BudLight (no 1 selling US beer, owned by ABInbev) is now 

more expensive than a Jack Daniels and Coke (no 1 selling whiskey, owned by Brown-

Forman) in the average US bar. This was deemed noteworthy by Mr Menezes as a ‘Jack and 

Coke’ has historically been a ‘premium bar call’ and priced accordingly. Whilst we have not 

been able to independently verify this US pricing data point, an enjoyable (if expensive!) 

research trip to a central London bar confirmed a similar pattern. Despite our enthusiasm as 

consumers, we could not help but notice the disconnect between the price of big brand beers 

and the homogeneity (arguably blandness) of the product. Perhaps being of a value-bent, we 

are pre-programmed to be sensitive to such discrepancies. However, academic research 

provides some evidence for our casual observation: indeed, in formal blind tastings adult 

beer consumers are unable to distinguish between Heineken, Stella Artois and Czechvar in a 

triangle test.2   

As a result, it is not surprising that the craft brewing industry has exploded from occupying 

a small niche to now 20% of US beer sales3. As we have seen in many other industries, when 

incumbents offer a price and quality umbrella, new entrants are quick to pounce. From a 

customer perspective, craft beers offer them something they actually want - great tasting 

beer with a low switching cost as even if prices of craft beer are higher this is offset by 

(perception of) value for money. The growth of craft has been nothing short of remarkable. 

As of September 2015, the total number of breweries in the US rose to 4,000 leaving the total 

just shy of the historic high of 4,131 in 1873. It is likely that, by the end of 2015, there will be 

more craft brewers in the US than at any time in US history. And this in an industry that has 

supposedly been consolidating! The innovation these ‘authentic’ craft brewers have shown 

in using non-traditional media and brand building exercises is impressive. And, 

demonstrating the scale of the price umbrella, the payback on capital invested in this space 

                                                           
1
 With thanks to David Scott of Cha-Am Advisors for the title. 

2
 American Association of Wine Economists, Working Paper No. 165, August 2014 

3
 https://www.brewersassociation.org 

https://www.brewersassociation.org/


 
 
  

can be short. The amount of capital required to set up and scale a craft brewery is relatively 

small. 

These dynamics, mirrored across the developed world, pose questions for the big brewers.  

Why are customers switching away from their beers? Are their brands relevant? Are they 

‘gouging’ their customers with high prices? What will the industry have to spend on 

marketing to replace/retain customers? These questions do not necessarily lend themselves 

to precision, but are troubling.  

Megabrew – a raw deal for customers?  

September 2015 saw ABInBev-SABMiller announce the third largest takeover in history. 

Newco, dubbed ‘Megabrew’, will hold 29% of global beer volumes according to 

Euromoniter and become one of the most profitable non-tech companies.4 According to 

ABInBev deal literature, excluding synergies but pre-disposals, the Newco will have pro-

forma EBITDA of $24bn, making it the most profitable consumer goods company in the 

world. Some 20-30% higher than Nestle ($20bn) and P&G ($18bn) although, perhaps 

tellingly, it will ‘only’ be the 5th largest on a revenue basis – such is the profitability 

underlining the size of its margins.5   

The deal has quite naturally, given the number of ‘advisers’, seen a rapturous response from 

the sell-side. One broker gushingly described the move as “The greatest beer transaction 

ever”6.  That ABInBev, not to mention SABMiller, have credible acquisition track records is 

beyond doubt. And it may be that this transaction, with its substantial cost and revenue 

synergies, will mark yet another chapter in upwards only margin development of the two 

companies. The market would appear to think so with the shares continuing to re-rate.  

Operating margins % - pricing umbrella for craft? 

  SABMiller ABInbev    

1995-2004 14.6 9.6 

 

 

2005-2015 20.6 26.9 

 

 

Current 23.8 29.9    

Source: Factset 

Enterprise value / Sales (1yr fwd) ratio 2016 – welcome to Silicon Valley! 

  SABMiller ABInbev    

2000-2007 1.8x 2.2x 

 

 

2010-2015 3.8x 4.5x 

 

 

Current 4.3x 5.9x    

Source: Factset, broker research 

                                                           
4
 http://www.ab-inbev.com/investors 

5
 Ibid 

6
 If Budweiser did mergers…Berenberg, 12 November, 2015 



 
 
  

On 1 year forward EV/Sales, ABInBev’s valuation is equal to that of Alphabet, the search 

monopolist, YouTube, Gmail, Android owner and venture fund formerly known as Google. 

Indeed, ABInBev is valued more highly on this metric than that supposed poster child of 

Silicon Valley excess Twitter7. Perhaps the heady valuation is a reflection of ABInBev’s 

future profitability prospects. But one wonders whether a beer company, however 

(un)humble, should have higher operating margins than a quasi-natural monopolist like 

Alphabet?  

It is quite possible that the market power and advertising muscle8 of Megabrew will be such 

that we see yet more margin and multiple expansion.  One is also naturally hesitant in going 

against any form of Charlie Munger wisdom (‘wonderful business’), however well received 

it might already be. So in deference to the great man, we return to him:  

“When TV advertising first arrived….it was an unbelievably powerful thing….if you were Proctor & 

Gamble, you could afford to use this new method of advertising. You could afford the very expensive 

cost of network television because you were selling so damn many cans and bottles. Some little guy 

couldn’t. And there was no way of buying it in part. Therefore, he couldn’t use it. In effect, if you 

didn’t have a big volume, you couldn’t use network TV advertising which was the most effective 

technique. So when TV came in, the branded companies that were already big got a huge tail wind. 

Indeed, they prospered and prospered and prospered until some of them got fat and foolish, which 

happens with prosperity.” Charlie Munger [emphasis added], University of Southern 

California Business School, 1994 

The difference between ‘now’ and ‘then’ is that impressionable young people (tomorrow’s 

consumers) are switching off this once “unbelievably powerful” traditional media. TV 

viewing for 18-24 year olds fell at 20% in H1 2015 according to Nielsen. The ability of big 

brands to influence these crucial early brand decisions is dramatically lower than previous 

generations. Under-25 year olds spend two-thirds of their ‘television’ viewing time on 

smartphones, tablets and PCs. For so-called ‘Millennials’ (26-31) this falls to around half (6 of 

the 10 top teen influencers in the UK are ‘YouTubers’). Perhaps unsurprisingly so-called 

‘matures’ (68+) spend 90% of their time on traditional TV9. Linear TV is being propped up by 

an ageing demographic that is largely set in its consumption patterns. Younger consumers 

are self-selecting content – YouTube now reaches more 18-49 year olds in the US than any 

cable network.  

                                                           
7
 An interesting further comparison between these companies is their approach to the customer in their ‘mission 

statements’; Google = organise the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful. Twitter = To give 
everyone the power to create and share ideas and information instantly, without barriers. ABInBev’s is a masterful piece of 
corporate-speak where the phrase ‘we make great beer’ is notably absent. It  and can be found in full here: 
http://www.ab-inbev.com/investors/our-business.html 
8
 According to David Scott of Cha-Am Advisers the top 7 brewing companies spend $20bn combined on sales and 

marketing. Carlsberg 5yr A&P spend is $16bn vs current market cap $18bn. For reference, Nike spends c$0.75bn 
9
 Deloitte’s Digital Democracy Survey, 9

th
 Edition – www.deloitte.com/us/tmtrends   

http://www.ab-inbev.com/investors/our-business.html
http://www.deloitte.com/us/tmtrends


 
 
  

Given their increasing reluctance to take consumption cues from traditional media, allied to 

the price and quality umbrella offered by the major brewers, it is not surprising today’s 

younger beer consumers are turning to craft. For relatively little ad-spend, craft brewers can 

target these audience segments specifically. On a ‘cost per thousand’ (CPT) impression 

national television advertising comes in at an average of c$10 (with a far great premium 

attached to prime time slots). For online/mobile advertising, this figure is below $1. Perhaps 

as important, given the amount of time the next generation of consumers spend on social 

media, the younger generation are as likely to get brand intelligence from a rave review on 

Instagram than a prime time TV commercial. All of this has interesting implications for long-

term brand loyalty.  

Where does this leave ABInBev/SABMiller and “The greatest beer transaction ever”? Two-

decades of ever larger brewing deals have culminated in Megabrew which will see every 

third beer produced by one (very) profitable company. The industry appears to be at 

something of a crossroads; Constellation Brands (STZ US), producer of Corona, last week 

paid $1bn for leading US craft beer producer Ballast Point10. As per Newton’s Third Law, we 

are seeing a customer-led equal and opposite reaction – technology-enabled brand 

replacement in the face of increasing product homogeneity and lack of value for money. 

According to one of the world’s leading suppliers of hops, craft brewing “is like a pandemic 

that’s spreading everywhere. Even China has 1,000 craft brewers”11. The craft brewing genie 

is demonstrably out of the proverbial beer bottle. Could other, non-brewing ‘staples’, be 

stoking up similar customer-led revolts?  

To end as we began with Burke, “Oh! What a revolution!”  

 

Django Davidson, November 2015 

  

                                                           
10

 STZ paid $1bn, a multiple of just under 9x EV/sales for the San Diego based craft brewer of Sculpin IPA which is set to see 
sales of 4m cases in 2015, a 100% rise vs 2014. Interestingly according to the STZ press release “Ballast Point will continue 
to operate as a stand-alone company with its existing management team and employees running the day-to-day 
operations”, begging the question why do the deal then?!  www.cbrands.com  
11

 Alex Barth of Barth-Hass, the world’s largest supplier of hops. Quoted in Financial Times 

http://www.cbrands.com/


 
 
  

LEGAL & REGULATORY NOTICE: 

Hosking Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is also registered as 

an Investment Adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The investment products and services of 

Hosking Partners LLP are only available to Professional Clients for the purpose of the Financial Conduct 

Authority’s rules and this document is intended for Professional Clients only.  

Opinions expressed are current as of the date appearing in this document only.  This document is produced for 

information purposes only and does not constitute: 

1.            an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with 

any contract or commitment whatsoever or 

2.            a personal recommendation to invest with Hosking or legal, regulatory, tax, accounting, investment or 

other advice. 

This communication has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the 

independence of investment research and is therefore not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead and is 

defined as a marketing communication under the FCA Rules. 

Opinions included in this material constitute the judgment of the author at the time specified and may be subject 

to change without notice.  Hosking Partners LLP is not obliged to update or alter the information or opinions 

contained within this material.   Hosking has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained 

in this document is accurate at the time of publication; however it does not make any guarantee as to the 

accuracy of the information provided. While many of the thoughts expressed in this document are presented in a 

factual manner, the discussion reflects only the author’s beliefs and opinions about the financial markets in 

which it invests portfolio assets following its investment strategy, and these beliefs and opinions are subject to 

change at any time. 

Certain information contained in this material may constitute forward-looking statements, which can be 

identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” 

“target,” “project,” “projections,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof or other 

variations thereon or comparable terminology. Such statements are not guarantees of future performance or 

activities.  Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the actual performance may differ 

materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.   

Please note that different types of investments, if contained within this material, involve varying degrees of risk 

and there can be no assurance that any specific investment may either be suitable, appropriate or profitable for a 

client or prospective client’s investment portfolio.   

The information contained in this document is strictly confidential and is intended only for use of the person to 

whom Hosking Partners LLP has provided the material. No part of this report may be divulged to any other 

person, distributed, and/or reproduced without the prior written permission of Hosking Partners LLP. 

 


